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Abstract: This paper focuses on a non-fragile guaranteed cost control problem for a class of uncertain switched fuzzy systems.
Firstly, a class of uncertain switched fuzzy systems is established and the parallel distributed compensation (PDC) technology is
employed to describe non-fragile state feedback controllers which are assumed to have additive gain variations. Then, based on
the single Lyapunov function method and an algorithm for feasible solutions of the convex combination, the argument system
is asymptotically stable and the linear quadratic (LQ) performance index of state and input called a non-fragile guaranteed cost
function is no more than a certain upper bound. A sufficient condition for the non-fragile guaranteed cost control problem is
proposed in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). Finally, a numberical example is given to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, switched systems have been attracting
considerable attention in the control community. A switched
system is a hybrid dynamical system consisting of several
continuous-time or discrete-time subsystems and a rule that
specifies the switching between them. In particular, there
have appeared a number of stability problems for switched
systems [1][2]. The common Lyapunov function method [3]
under arbitrary switching is the most familiar, but a common
Lyapunov function is too difficult to find or may not exist. In
this case, there have been many choices of switching method
to make the whole systems stable even when all subsystems
are unstable, such as the single Lyapunov function method
[4] and the multiple Lyapunov functions method [5].

On the other hand, fuzzy systems are generically and
essentially nonlinear systems. Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy
models can provide an effective representation of complex
nonlinear systems in terms of fuzzy sets and fuzzy reason-
ing applied to a set of linear input/output (I/O) sub-models.
Many results on T-S fuzzy models have been reported [6][7].
The T-S fuzzy model with parametric uncertainties is used as
the model for the uncertain nonlinear system [8][9].

Exhibiting features of both switched systems and fuzzy
systems, switched fuzzy systems have also drawn research
attention in recent years [10]. A switched fuzzy system re-
volves according to the “hard switching” between the sub-
systems which are fuzzy systems and the “soft switching”
among the linear models within a T-S fuzzy model. In [11],
the system state switches between sub fuzzy systems, and the
stabilization problem is studied by the single Lyapunov func-
tion method. It is well known that uncertainties appear in
many dynamic systems [12]. Generally, we consider the sys-
tem uncertainty and neglect the controller uncertainty. How-
ever, in practice, the controller fragility problem could desta-
bilize the closed-loop system. This brings an issue: how to
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design a controller for a given plant such that the controller
is insensitive or non-fragile to some uncertainties. Further-
more, when controlling a real plant, it is desirable to design
a control system which is not only asymptotically stable but
also guarantees a level of performance index. It is a valu-
able issue that the guaranteed cost function of state and input
energy possesses an upper bound. Recently, some of exist-
ing literatures investigate non-fragile guaranteed cost control
problems. In [13], non-fragile hybrid guaranteed cost con-
trol problem for uncertain switched linear systems is studied.
[14] is concerned with the problem of non-fragile guaranteed
cost control for nonlinear systems described by T-S fuzzy
model.

In view of the switched fuzzy system model in which the
“hard switching” and the “soft switching” exist simultane-
ously, the study of non-fragile guaranteed cost control be-
comes more complicated and challenging. To the best of
our knowledge, no results on the non-fragile guaranteed cost
control for switched fuzzy systems have been reported up to
now, which motivated our present study.

In this paper, a non-fragile guaranteed cost control prob-
lem for uncertain switched fuzzy systems is studied by the
single Lyapunov function method in terms of convex com-
bination. The additive gain variation in the controller uncer-
tainty is considered and guaranteed cost function possesses a
certain upper bound. Moreover, an algorithms to search for
feasible solutions of the convex combination is derived.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the
problem statement and needed preliminaries. Section 3
presents the main result. In Section 4, a numerical exam-
ple is shown. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2 Problem statement and preliminaries

Consider an inference rule of an uncertain switched fuzzy
system represented by the T-S fuzzy model.

Ri
σ: If x1 is Ωi

σ1 , x2 is Ωi
σ2 , xn is Ωi

σn,



then

ẋ(t) = (Aσi + ∆Aσi(t))x(t) + BσiUσ(t). (1)

where σ : R+ → M = 1, 2, . . . , N is a piecewise constant
function, called a switching signal; Ri

σ denotes the ith fuzzy
inference rule; n is the number of state variables; Ωi

σn rep-
resents a fuzzy subset; x(t) = [x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xn(t)]T ∈
Rn is the system state; Uσ(t) is the control input; Aσi and
Bσi are known constant matrices of appropriate dimensions;
∆Aσi(t) is a time varying matrix of appropriate dimensions,
which represents the uncertainty of the system.

By the product inference engine and center average de-
fuzzification, the globe model of the system (1) is inferred
as

ẋ(t) =
rσ∑

i=1

hσi(x(t))[(Aσi + ∆Aσi(t))x(t)

+BσiUσ(t)], (2)

where rσ is the number of inference rules.
The lth (l ∈ M )fuzzy subsystem can be written as

ẋ(t) =
rl∑

i=1

hli(x(t))[(Ali + ∆Ali(t))x(t)

+BliUl(t)]. (3)

In the model (3), hli(x(t)) can be stated as

hli(x(t)) =

∏n
p=1 µi

lp(xp)∑rl

i=1

∏n
p=1 µi

lp(xp)
. (4)

where µi
lp(xp) denotes the membership function of xp in the

fuzzy subset Ωi
lp for p = 1, 2, . . . , n, 0 ≤ hli(x(t)) ≤ 1,∑rl

i=1 hli(x(t)) = 1. For simplicity, we use the symbol
hli(t) to denote hli(x(t)).

The state feedback controller Uσ(t) and the system (1)
possess the same premises. Also, by the product inference
engine and center average defuzzification via the parallel
distributed compensation (PDC) technology the globe state
feedback controller of the lth fuzzy subsystem inferred as

ul(t) =
rl∑

i=1

hli(t)(Kli + ∆Kli(t))x(t). (5)

where Kli is the controller gain to be designed and ∆Kli(t)
is the variation of the controller gain which represents the
drift of the gain.

Remark 1: The controller gain variation generally in-
cludes additive and multiplicative norm-bounded uncertain-
ties. In this paper, only additive uncertainties are taken into
consideration.

Assumption 1: The uncertainties are of the norm-
bounded form ∆Ali(t) = DliMli(t)Eli and ∆Kli(t) =
DaliMali(t)Eali, where Dli, Eli, Dali and Eali are known
real constant matrices of appropriate dimensions while
Mli(t) and Mali(t) are unknown time-varying matrices sat-
isfying MT

li (t)Mli(t) ≤ I and MT
ali(t)Mali(t) ≤ I .

Definition 1: The cost function of the system (2) is given
by

J =
∫ ∞

0

[xT (t)Qx(t) + uT
σ (t)Ruσ(t)]dt, (6)

where Q and R are positive definite weight matrices.
Definition 2: Consider the system (2). If there exist a state

feedback control law Uσ(t) for each subsystem, a switching
law σ(t) and a positive scalar J∗ such that for all admissible
uncertainties, the closed-loop system is asymptotically sta-
ble and the value of the function (6) satisfies J ≤ J∗, then
J∗ is called a non-fragile guaranteed cost (NGC) and Uσ(t)
is called a NGC control law.

Remark 2: The NGC problem is different from the stan-
dard guaranteed cost problem, because ∆Kli(t) not only af-
fects system matrices but also enters the cost function J.

The objective of this paper is to design a NGC control law
and a switching law such that the system (2) is asymptoti-
cally stable and the function (6) satisfies the NGC condition.

3 Main results

In this section, we present solvability condition for
the NGC problem based on the single Lyapunov function
method. However it is a Non-deterministic Polynomial (NP)
hard problem to solve according to the proposed theorem,
and thus an algorithm is derived for the NP-hard problem.
Some useful lemmas are introduced first.

Lemma 1 [12]: Let D, E, K and M(t) be real matrices
of appropriate dimensions with MT (t)M(T ) ≤ I , then we
have

a) For any scalar µ > 0, DM(t)E + (DM(t)E)T ≤
µ−1DDT + µET E;

b) For any real matrix W = WT > 0 and scalar µ > 0
such that W − µDDT > 0, (K + DM(t)E)T W−1(K +
DM(t)E) ≤ KT (W − µDDT )−1K + µ−1ET E.

Lemma 2 [15]: For any two matrices X and Y, we have
XT Y +Y T X ≤ εXT X + ε−1Y T Y , where X ∈ Rm∗n and
Y ∈ Rm∗n, and ε is any positive constant.

Theorem 1: Consider the system (2). For a given convex
combination α1, α2, . . . , αN ,

∑N
l=1 αl = 1, if there exist a

symmetric positive definite matrix P and matrix Kli satisfy-
ing the following matrix inequalities

N∑

l=1

αl[Π̃lii + Tlii + PSliiP

+KT
li (R

−1 −DaliD
T
ali)

−1Kli] < 0, (7)

N∑

l=1

αl[Π̃lij + Tlij + PSlijP

+(RKlj)T (I −DaljD
T
alj)

−1(RKli)

+KT
li (I −DaliD

T
ali)

−1Kli] < 0, i < j, (8)

where

Π̃lii = PAli + AT
liP + PBliKli + KT

li B
T
liP,

Slii = DliD
T
li + BliDaliD

T
aliB

T
li ,

Tlii = 2EaliE
T
ali + EliE

T
li + Q,



Π̃lij = PAli + AT
liP + PBliKlj + KT

ljB
T
liP

+PAlj + AT
ljP + PBljKli + KT

li B
T
ljP,

Slij = DliD
T
li + BliDaljD

T
aljB

T
li

+DljD
T
lj + BljDaliD

T
aliB

T
lj ,

Tlij = 2EaliE
T
ali + EliE

T
li + 2EaljE

T
alj + EljE

T
lj + 2Q,

then there exist a switching law

σ(t) = argmin{xT (t)
rl∑

i=1

rl∑

j=1

hli(t)hli(t)[(Ali

+ BliKlj)T P + P (Ali + BliKlj) + PDliD
T
liP

+ PBliDaljD
T
aljB

T
liP + EliE

T
li + EaljE

T
alj ]x(t)}

(9)

and a NGC control law (5) such that the system (2) is asymp-
totically stable and the value of the cost function (6) pos-
sesses a NGC J∗ = xT

0 P0x0 for any nonzero initial state
x0.

Proof: Substituting the controller (5) into the system (3),
we have

ẋ(t) =
rl∑

i=1

rl∑

j=1

hli(t)hlj(t)[(Ali + ∆Ali(t))x(t)

+Bli(Klj + ∆Klj(t))x(t)]. (10)

Consider the system

ẋ(t) =
N∑

l=1

αl

rl∑

i=1

rl∑

j=1

hli(t)hlj(t)[(Ali + ∆Ali(t))x(t)

+Bli(Klj + ∆Klj(t))x(t)]

=
N∑

l=1

αl

rl∑

i=1

rl∑

j=1

hli(t)hlj(t)[Ali + ∆Ali(t)

+Bli(Klj + ∆Klj(t))]x(t)

=
N∑

l=1

αl

rl∑

i=1

h2
li(t)[Ali + ∆Ali(t)

+Bli(Kli + ∆Kli(t))]x(t)

+
N∑

l=1

αl

rl∑

i<j

rl∑

j=1

hli(t)hlj(t)[Ali + ∆Ali(t)

+Bli(Klj + ∆Klj(t)) + Alj + ∆Alj(t)
+Blj(Kli + ∆Kli(t))]x(t). (11)

Choose V (x(t)) = xT (t)Px(t) as a Lyapunov function
of the system (11), and compute time derivative alone the
state variables trajectory of the system (11).

dV (x(t))
dt

= ẋT (t)Px(t) + xT (t)Pẋ(t)

=
N∑

l=1

αl

rl∑

i=1

h2
li(t){[Ali + ∆Ali(t)

+Bli(Kli + ∆Kli(t))]T P + P [Ali + ∆Ali(t)
+Bli(Kli + ∆Kli(t))]}x(t)

+
N∑

l=1

αl

rl∑

i<j

rl∑

j=1

hli(t)hlj(t)xT (t){[Ali + ∆Ali(t)

+Bli(Klj + ∆Klj(t)) + Alj + ∆Alj(t)
+Blj(Kli + ∆Kli(t))]T P + P [Ali + ∆Ali(t)
+Bli(Klj + ∆Klj(t)) + Alj + ∆Alj(t)
+Blj(Kli + ∆Kli(t))]}x(t)

=
N∑

l=1

αl

rl∑

i=1

h2
li(t){xT (t)[Q + (Kli

+∆Kli(t))T R(Kli + ∆Kli(t)) + PAli + AT
liP

+PBliKli + KT
li B

T
liP + P∆Ali + ∆AT

liP

+PBli∆Kli + ∆KT
li B

T
liP ]x(t)− xT (t)Qx(t)

−xT (t)(Kli + ∆Kli(t))T R(Kli + ∆Kli(t))x(t)}

+
N∑

l=1

αl

rl∑

i<j

rl∑

j=1

hli(t)hlj(t){xT (t)[2Q + (Kli

+∆Kli(t))T R(Klj + ∆Klj(t))
+(Klj + ∆Klj(t))T R(Kli + ∆Kli(t))
+PAli + AT

liP + PBliKlj + KT
ljB

T
liP

+P∆Ali + ∆AT
liP + PBli∆Klj + ∆KT

ljB
T
liP + PAlj

+AT
ljP + PBljKli + KT

li B
T
ljP + P∆Alj + ∆AT

ljP

+PBlj∆Kli + ∆KT
li B

T
ljP ]x(t)− 2xT (t)Qx(t)

−xT (t)(Kli + ∆Kli(t))T R(Klj + ∆Klj(t))x(t)
−xT (t)(Klj + ∆Klj(t))T R(Kli + ∆Kli(t))x(t)}

≤
N∑

l=1

αl

rl∑

i=1

h2
li(t){xT (t)[Q + KT

li (R
−1 −DaliD

T
ali)

−1Kli

+EaliE
T
ali + PAli + AT

liP + PBliKli + KT
li B

T
liP

+PDliD
T
liP + PBliDaliD

T
aliB

T
liP + EaliE

T
ali

+EliE
T
li ]x(t)− xT (t)Qx(t)

−xT (t)(Kli + ∆Kli(t))T R(Kli + ∆Kli(t))x(t)}

+
N∑

l=1

αl

rl∑

i<j

rl∑

j=1

hli(t)hlj(t){xT (t)[2Q

+(RKlj)T (I −DaljD
T
alj)

−1(RKli)

+KT
li (I −DaliD

T
ali)

−1Kli + EaliE
T
ali + EaljE

T
alj

+PAli + AT
liP + PBliKlj + KT

ljB
T
liP + PDliD

T
liP

+PBliDaljD
T
aljB

T
liP + EaljE

T
alj + EliE

T
li

+PAlj + AT
ljP + PBljKli + KT

li B
T
ljP + PDljD

T
ljP

+PBljDaliD
T
aliB

T
ljP + EaliE

T
ali + EljE

T
lj ]x(t)

−2xT (t)Qx(t)
−xT (t)(Kli + ∆Kli(t))T R(Klj + ∆Klj(t))x(t)



−xT (t)(Klj + ∆Klj(t))T R(Kli + ∆Kli(t))x(t)}.
By the inequality (8) and (9) in Theorem 3.1,

dV (x(t))
dt

<
N∑

l=1

αl

rl∑

i=1

h2
li(t)[−xT (t)Qx(t)

− xT (t)(Kli + ∆Kli(t))T R(Kli + ∆Kli(t))x(t)]

+
N∑

l=1

αl

rl∑

i<j

rl∑

j=1

hli(t)hlj(t)[−2xT (t)Qx(t)

− xT (t)(Kli + ∆Kli(t))T R(Klj + ∆Klj(t))x(t)
− xT (t)(Klj + ∆Klj(t))T R(Kli + ∆Kli(t))x(t)]

= −
N∑

l=1

αl[xT (t)Qx(t) + uT
l (t)Rul(t)] < 0. (12)

Integrating both side of the expression (12), yield

V (x(∞))− V (x(0)) = −xT
0 Px0

≤ −
N∑

l=1

∫ ∞

0

[xT (t)Qx(t) + uT
l (t)Rul(t)]dt = −J,

Therefore, J < xT
0 Px0 = J∗.

For any nonzero x0 we always have at least a fuzzy
subsystem to satisfy xT (t)

∑rl

i=1

∑rl

j=1 hli(t)hlj(t){[Ali +
∆Ali(t) + Bli(Klj + ∆Klj(t))]T P + P [Ali + ∆Ali(t) +
Bli(Klj + ∆Klj(t))]}x(t) < 0. Thus, the switching law (9)
makes the single Lyapunov function decrease in the whole
state space. ∀

Looking for feasible αl ia a NP-hard problem, and thus
the following algorithm is presented. The algorithm is for
the system (2) with 2 subsystems and we design a process
S2 searching for a feasible convex combination.

Algorithm 1: Consider the switched fuzzy system (2) with
2 subsystems. n0 and ne given are nonnegative integer. We
can search for a Hurwitz convex combination for the system
(2) by means of the following process:

Process S2(1, n0, ne)
for i = n0;ne

h2 = 1
2i ; s21 = h2

2 ; s22 = 1− h2
2 ;m2 = s22

s21
for j = 0 : m2

α1 = s21 + j × h2, α2 = 1− α1;
if (7) and (8) are solvable, then α1 and α2 are a

feasible convex combination.
else continue Process S2

end if
end for

end for.
Remark 3: We can spread the situation from the switched

system with 2 subsystems to that with N(N > 2) subsys-
tems.

4 Example

In this section, we present an example according to the
theorem in previous section. Under the switching law de-
signed, state responses converge asymptotically as demon-
strated by the simulation. Consider an uncertain switched
fuzzy system composed of two subsystems.

R1
1: If x is Ω11,

then ẋ(t) = (A11 + ∆A11(t))x(t) + B11U1(t);
R2

1: If x is Ω12,
then ẋ(t) = (A12 + ∆A12(t))x(t) + B12U1(t);

R1
2: If x is Ω21,

then ẋ(t) = (A21 + ∆A21(t))x(t) + B21U2(t);
R2

2: If x is Ω22,
then ẋ(t) = (A22 + ∆A22(t))x(t) + B22U2(t),

where

A11 =
[ −10 0.01
−9.3 −1.0493

]

A12 =
[

0 0.1
−32 −4.529

]

A21 =
[ −10 0.1

10 −0.1

]

A22 =
[

0 0.8
−8 −0.9

]

B11 = B12 = B21 = B22 =
[

0 1
1 0

]

D11 = D12 =
[ −0.1125 1

1 0

]

D21 = D22 =
[

0.01 1
1 0

]

E11 = E12 =
[

1 0.2
0 0

]

E21 = E22 =
[

0.5 1
0 0

]

Da11 = Da12 = Da21 = Da22 =
[

0.5 0
0 0.5

]

Ea11 = Ea12 = Ea21 = Ea22 =
[

0.5 0
0 0.5

]

M11(t) = M12(t) = M21(t) = M22(t) =
[

sin t 0
0 cos t

]

Ma11(t) = Ma12(t) = Ma21(t) = Ma22(t) =
[

sin t 0
0 cos t

]

Q = R = I.
The membership functions are as follows:

h11(t) = 1− 1
1 + e−2t

h12(t) =
1

1 + e−2t

h21(t) = 1− 1
1 + e−2(t−0.3)

h22(t) =
1

1 + e−2(t−0.3)

Using MATLAB LMI toolbox to solve (7) and (8) for
α1 = 0.6 and α2 = 0.4, we can obtain the symmetric posi-
tive definite matrix P and feedback gain matrices:

P =
[

33.4256 −0.0000
−0.0000 33.4256

]
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Fig. 1: State responses of the switched fuzzy system.

K11 =
[

16.6000 931.5000
−1366.6000 16.6000

]

K12 =
[

109.6370 −309.5325
−194.5343 109.6370

]

K21 =
[ −20.3000 −1468.6000

2001.5000 −20.3000

]

K22 =
[ −134.2774 398.9315

218.4217 −134.2774

]

The trajectory of the system state variables is shown in
Fig.1 with initial state vector x(0) = [1− 1]T .

5 Conclusion

In this paper, for a class of uncertain switched fuzzy sys-
tems with unstable subsystems, the single Lyapunov func-
tion method is adopted to stabilize argument systems under
a switching law designed and a non-fragile guaranteed cost
control law is derived. Furthermore, an algorithm is pro-
posed so as to search a feasible convex combination. A sim-
ulation example is presented to demonstrate that it is nec-
essary that any controller should be able to tolerate some
uncertainties not only in the plant but also in the implemen-
tation of the controller under a performance index.
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